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Who gets brain injuries?

•Head injury = common reason for Emergency Department attendance

•Most < 35 year olds but second ‘peak’ in > 65s

•Men > women





What happens after a brain injury?

moderate

severe

mild



How severe was the brain injury?

1 2 3 4 5 6

Eyes Does not 
open eyes

Opens eyes to 
pain

Opens eyes to 
voice

Opens eyes 
spontaneously

Verbal Makes no 
sounds

Sounds Incoherent 
words

Confused Orientated, 
converses 
normally

Motor No 
movements

Extension to 
pain

Abnormal 
flexion to pain

Flexion / 
withdrawal to 
pain

Localizes to pain Obeys 
commands

Glasgow Coma Scale (Teasdale and Jennett 1974)



How severe was the brain injury?

Severe Moderate Mild

Glasgow Coma Scale 
(GCS)

< 8 9 - 12 13 - 15

Loss of consciousness > 24 hours 30 minutes – 24  hours < 30 minutes

Post Traumatic Amnesia 
(PTA)

> 24 hours 
(often > 7 days)

1 – 7 days < 24 hours



How severe was the injury?



How severe was the brain injury?
Mayo Classification System

Moderate-Severe TBI Probable Mild TBI Possible Mild TBI

Signs / symptoms Death due to this TBI Blurred vision, 
confusion, feeling 
dazed, dizziness, 
headache or nausea

Worst GCS < 13 

Loss of consciousness > 30 minutes < 30 minutes

Post-traumatic amnesia > 24 hours < 24 hours

Evidence of injury Haematoma, contusion, 
haemorrhage (= definite 
moderate-severe)

Skull fracture (dura 
intact)



Outcome after severe TBI





Executive function Executive dysfunction

Motivation Apathy and lack of drive

Planning and organisation Problems with initiating and carrying out a sequence 
of actions

Monitoring performance Inability to monitor or reflect on performance

Flexible thinking Rigid inflexible thoughts and behaviour

Multi-tasking Unable to shift attention between tasks

Focus Problems with sustained attention; difficulty 
engaging in conversation or group activities

Interpreting social cues and codes Poor social judgement

Emotion regulation Mood disturbance, irritability, aggression



Outcome after mild brain injury



Outcome after mild brain injury

“early cognitive deficits in mTBI are largely resolved 
within a few months post-injury, with most studies 
suggesting resolution within 3 months.”



Common symptoms after mild TBI

•Headache

•Dizziness

•Fatigue

•Hypersensitivity to light and noise

•Dissociation (depersonalisation and derealisation)

•Memory and concentration problems

•Sleep problems

• Irritability



severe TBI



mild TBI



mild TBI → persisting symptoms



mild TBI → symptoms worsening over time











• How severe was the injury?

• How has the person changed their behaviour/activity?

• Attitude and beliefs about the injury?

• Are there neurological or psychiatric comorbidities?

• Are they involved in litigation / seeking disability benefits?

• Pre-injury level of function?

• Previous psychological difficulties, functional symptoms, or 
abnormal illness behaviour? 



Functional neurological disorder (DSM 5 criteria)

A. One or more symptoms of altered voluntary motor or sensory function.

B. Clinical findings provide evidence of incompatibility between the symptom and 
recognized neurological or medical conditions.

C. The symptom or deficit is not better explained by another medical or mental 
disorder.

D. The symptom or deficit causes clinically significant distress or impairment in 
social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning or warrants 
medical evaluation.









Functional cognitive disorders Cognitive symptoms due to ABI or dementia

Attends alone Attends with someone

Patient more aware of the problem than others Others more aware of the problem than patient

Answers independently Turns to accompanying adult for support

Detailed description of complaints Account of symptoms lacking in detail

Frequently offers elaboration and detail Unlikely to give spontaneous elaboration or detail

Can answer questions with multiple components Can only answer single-component questions

Loss of recent and remote autobiographical memories Relative preservation of remote memories

Complaint of memory ‘gaps’ Complaint of specific memory ‘gaps’ unusual

Memory symptoms within most people’s normal 

experience

Symptoms outwith normal experience

Unstable or worsening course Cognitive impairment improves then plateaus

Marked variability Less variability



The why and how of functional neurological disorder



The why and how of functional neurological disorder

Abnormal prior expectations and excessive attention towards affected 
body part / system combine to produce prediction errors →  symptoms







Bumps or pits?



Common comorbidites

•Depression

•Anxiety disorders
• Phobic anxiety
• Post-traumatic stress disorder

•Somatic Symptom Disorder

•Health anxiety disorder (previously hypochondriasis) 

•Chronic pain

•Chronic fatigue



Treatment

•Target to specific symptoms

•Clear explanation and written information about diagnosis

•Stop unhelpful treatments

•Psychological therapy (eg cognitive behavioural therapy)

• ‘Hands on’ therapy (physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech and 
language therapy)



www.neurosymptoms.org



www.headinjurysymptoms.org



Key points

• ‘Mild’ TBI covers a wide range of injury severity

•Outcome is influenced by pre-injury risk factors and post-injury 
cognitions, behaviours, and comorbidities

•Functional neurological disorder and/or psychiatric illness is a 
common cause of illness after mild TBI (including trivial injuries)

•Functional neurological disorders are diagnosed on the basis of 
positive clinical features of internal inconsistency, not by exclusion
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